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We demonstrate adaptive aberration correction for depth-
induced spherical aberration in a multiphoton scanning
microscope with a micromachined deformable mirror. Cor-
rection was made using a genetic learning algorithm with
two-photon fluorescence intensity feedback to determine the





working distance objective, the axial scanning range was




The elegant central idea of  confocal microscopy is that it effec-
tively images only the region of  the specimen that lies very
near the focal plane. This optical sectioning allows one to
image a series of  through-focus and off-axis points that can be
processed to a three-dimensional (3D) volume; multiphoton
scanning microscopy allows for confocal imaging in the





present in a 3D confocal microscope system ultimately limit
the volume that can be imaged. In the lateral scanning direc-
tion, aberrations are present due to beam scanning, i.e. send-
ing the beam at an angle through the objective to achieve
lateral translation in the focal plane. In the longitudinal direc-
tion the use of  high numerical aperture (NA) objectives
immersed in a fluid that is not index matched to the specimen
gives rise to spherical aberration. In this case, as the confocal
microscope focuses deeper into the sample, the axial resolu-
tion degrades and signal levels drop. The effects of  aberrations
in the system are exacerbated when imaging with multi-
photon processes such as two-photon fluorescence or third
harmonic generation, where the signal levels have a quadratic
or cubic intensity dependence of  the incident light, respectively.
Much work has been done analysing the effects of  imaging









, 1997). Several methods have been suggested
to overcome this decrease in signal and resolution, such as
inserting weak aberration correction lenses, or altering the
tube length of  the objective (Sheppard & Gu, 1991). The latter
employed a static correction that worked to restore much of
the resolution at a certain depth, but cannot be easily adjusted




. (1988) showed that if  one
overcorrects for the cover glass thickness, or uses a less than
nominal cover glass thickness, it would compensate for spher-





. (2000) changed the immersion medium
to do the same. Booth & Wilson (2000) used both of  these
methods to compensate for spherical aberration in skin as well
as employing an iris to reduce the pupil area. All of  the methods
discussed use static means to correct for specimen-induced
spherical aberration at a specific depth, not a dynamic means of
compensation as a beam is scanned deeper into a sample.
With recent advances in adaptive aberration correction it is
now possible to employ dynamic compensation of  aberra-
tions, which can be applied during the scanning process for a





(2000) have demonstrated adaptive correction by first meas-
uring the aberrations of  the beam at the focus with a modal
wavefront sensor and then applying the phase conjugate of
the measured aberrations with a liquid crystal spatial light
modulator. This method follows the traditional method of
adaptive aberration correction first used in astronomy (Tyson,
1991). However, there is significant loss of  power due to both
the continuous monitoring of  the wavefront, and the liquid
crystal modulator.
In this paper we show a technique for dynamic specimen-
induced spherical aberration correction without the use of  a
wavefront measurement and the subsequent loss of  power. A
deformable mirror is used for the dynamic wavefront correction
with a genetic algorithm (GA) that maximizes the two-photon
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signal from the sample to determine the appropriate wave-
front. This method was first used for adaptive correction of  off-




, 2000). Together, the dynamic
correction for depth-induced spherical aberration and off-axis
aberrations can provide for full adaptive aberration compen-
sation over a 3D volume.
 
The aberrated confocal point spread function
 
The two-photon fluorescence intensity depends on the three-
dimensional light distribution near the focus of  the funda-
mental excitation beam. The image is described by the
magnification of  the lens and the Fresnel diffraction from the






 is a zero-order Bessel function. Effects of
the imaging system, such as aberrations, can be described by





















 the normalized radial coordinate in the plane of






















 is the radial coordinate in the pupil




 the aperture of  the
objective. The normalized radial component in the image plane  













 is related to 





The aberration due to depth scanning arises from the
refractive-index mismatch between the immersion medium of

















, into refractive index mismatched






The phase aberration function is normalized to the aperture






 is the maximum angle the rays
can travel in medium 1, defined by the numerical aperture
























 = NA. This
leads to a normalized aberration function:
(3)
Knowing the aberration function from Eq. (3), it is possible to
consider the wavefront shape necessary to compensate for the




. (1995) matched the aberra-
tions due to index of  refraction mismatch to Zernike polynomials








Due to the longitudinal nature of  the depth-induced












; however, it has
been found that significant improvement in the confocal
point spread function (PSF) can already be obtained









, 1998). Thus, the dynamic aberration












Our multiphoton microscopy system is shown in Fig. 1. A
80 MHz, 10 fs Ti:sapphire oscillator centred at 795 nm is
used for the multiphoton excitation, as short pulses max-
imize the non-linear excitation for a fixed average power. A
prism pair is included for pre-compensation of  dispersion due
to the microscope objective, to ensure that the laser pulses
focused in the sample are optimized for efficient multiphoton
excitation. A jet of  IR 140 (Exiton, Inc., Dayton, OH, U.S.A.)
dye is also incorporated as a saturable absorber to block
retro-reflected light into the laser, which is lightscattered or
reflected off  the sample or cover slip that follows the laser path
back to the laser cavity that interrupts the mode-locking of  the
oscillator. Feedback is especially a problem in third harmonic
surface generation with a well-focused beam, and must be
controlled to have an effective third harmonic generation
imaging system.





infinity corrected Olympus long working distance objective
designed to look deep into samples such as tissues. For
simplicity we use a Coumarin water solution in place of  the
biological sample that is commonly analysed with multiphoton
fluorescence microscopy. The long working distance objective
allows one to scan from the surface of  the cover glass up to
2 mm into the sample. Two-photon fluorescence is collected
with the objective, passes through a dichroic mirror and a
short pass filter, is imaged through a confocal aperture to
reduce out-of-focus background and measured with a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT), or is imaged onto a CCD camera. A
photodiode is used to monitor the transmitted fundamental
light through the sample for normalization of  the two-photon
fluorescence.
The main element of  the adaptive aberration correction
system consists of  a silver-coated micromachined deformable
mirror (DM) (OKO Technologies, the Netherlands). The DM is
19 mm in diameter, has 37 electrostatic actuators and a max-




, 1997). The laser is










to directly image the face of  the DM to the entrance pupil of  the
microscope objective. Thus, the wavefront change introduced
by the deformation of  the DM will correspond to a wavefront
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change at the pupil of  the objective without introducing
amplitude modulation. We use all reflective optics, except in
the objective, to limit pulse broadening due to dispersion.
This adds a small amount of  astigmatism to the beam. This
astigmatism and other small aberrations due to misalign-
ment can be corrected with the DM in the form of  a static
correction, made when the focus is close to the surface of  the
sample and no depth-induced spherical aberration is present.
However, if  the static aberrations are severe, the dynamic
range of  purely spherical aberration correction will decrease,
as the DM has a finite range of  travel. Figure 2 shows the
calculated two-photon fluorescence intensity for a NA = 0.6
microscope objective according to Eq. (4), and the experi-
mental two-photon intensity as a function of  focus depth
with no correction.
 
Compensation of  depth aberrations
 
Instead of  the traditional approach in adaptive optics of  meas-
uring the wavefront and calculating the correction needed,
we use a genetic algorithm (GA) with two-photon fluoresc-
ence as feedback to determine the optimum shape for the
mirror to compensate for any aberrations in the system. This
eliminates the need for a formal wavefront measurement
because the two-photon signal will increase due to tighter
focusing.
The first step in adaptively correcting for depth-induced
aberrations is to confirm that the DM can achieve the shape







 wavefront shape, we used a three-wave lateral
shearing interferometer to measure the wavefront and used
that as feedback to the GA (Primot & Sogno, 1995). We were






 wavefront for up to seven











, of  the wavefront as specified in Eq. (5),















) and the wavefront measured from the DM, and com-
pares the mean square deformation of  each case for increasing
coefficients. The DM can match the primary spherical aberra-
tion very well for coefficients less than six waves, and starts to fall
off  due to the finite dynamic range of  the DM, which is a result of
the physical limitations of  the deflection of  the membrane.
Because of  the electrostatic nature of  the DM, it can only



























Fig. 1. The experimental system consisting of  the
10 fs oscillator with dispersion compensation, the
adaptive correction system including the deformable
mirror, and the confocal microscope with long
working distance 40× air immersion objective.




Calculated Two-photon intensity, no correction





















Depth into index mismatched sample ( m)
Fig. 2. Two-photon intensity with 0.6 NA Olympus long working
distance objective. As the focus is scanned deeper into sample, no
correction for depth-induced spherical aberration correction is made.
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actuators can only pull the mirror, not push. This limitation





. (1999) achieved flexible wavefront genera-
tion of  Zernike polynomials with the DM, in particular
















 + 1), with
judicious application of  wavefront bias. Unfortunately, the
wavefront correction needed to compensate for the spherical
aberration in our set-up, with the microscope objective
immersed in air and focusing into a dye-water solution, is in
the direction that the DM cannot move. Thus, the method of
applying a stationary bias in addition to the DM must be
employed to achieve continuous dynamic aberration correc-
tion as the focus is scanned deeper into the sample. This is
shown schematically in Fig. 4.
The dynamic aberration correction for spherical aberration
correction in a biological sample can be made by two different
biasing methods, each with its own advantages. The first, and
simplest, method is to apply a large negative spherical aberra-
tion bias using some optical element in the system, and use the
DM to subtract dynamically any unneeded, or residual, negat-
ive spherical aberration with a positive displacement. The
stationary bias is applied by overcorrecting for the cover
glass thickness, either by using a thinner cover glass than is
specified, or using an adjustable collar on the microscope
designed for variable cover glass thickness.
With the bias applied, but no correction from the mirror, the
resolution is decreased at shallow depths close to the cover
glass. Instead, the resolution is optimum at some point deeper
in the sample due to the applied wavefront bias; in other
words, the negative spherical aberration from focusing deeper
into the sample matches the positive aberration due to the
bias. At larger depths the resolution will drop again, due to the
increasing negative spherical aberration from focusing deep
into an index-mismatched specimen. This is shown in Fig. 5,
where the normalized two-photon fluorescence intensity for a
NA = 0.6 objective is calculated for normal operation, i.e. no
bias conditions or correction, and is plotted next to the experi-
mentally obtained two-photon fluorescence intensity with a
negative bias.
Comparison of  the calculated two-photon fluorescence
intensity with primary spherical aberration removed and the
actual experimental system including the DM shows good
agreement up to that intermediate depth where the initial
stationary bias is overcome. The limitation in range is due to
the finite dynamic range of  the DM. The micromachined
membrane is suspended above the voltage actuators by a distance
of  3 mm, and that is the maximum translation. One should
note that the calculated values for two-photon fluorescence
intensity with primary spherical aberration correction do
decrease at extreme depths; this is because higher order spher-
ical aberrations come into play. The DM cannot easily correct
for any higher order aberration because the membrane struc-
ture can only be pulled; thus, it is not able to form ‘ringing’
modes as for higher order spherical aberration. Higher order
modes are possible with biasing techniques; however, such
biasing would limit the range of  the modes that could be
compensated.
Dynamic aberration is achieved by running the GA to deter-
mine the DM wavefront that would best maximize the two-
photon intensity at the focus as measured by the fluorescence
power. The GA is an evolutionary learning algorithm that
starts with a set of  random solutions for the DM wavefront as
first ‘parents’. The random solution is revised by mating the
solutions together to obtain a larger set of  ‘offspring’. These
offspring are then tested on the system and the ones that
produce the largest two-photon fluorescence intensity at focus
are saved to provide the parents for the next generation of  off-
spring. This continues until the two-photon intensity reaches
a steady maximum value. This is reiterated for steps of  deeper
focusing within the specimen. An optimum DM solution will
emerge in approximately 10 generations (approximately 3 min,
and can be saved for future use, as long as the objective is the
same and the location of  the DM in relation to the microscope
has not been changed. (Further details of  the GA implementa-





By applying a large negative spherical aberration bias the
best possible resolution is extended from 50 mm to 350 mm,
and the full width at half  maximum (FWHM) of  the scanning



























Sperical aberration Experimental results
Fig. 3. Mean square deformation of  the wavefront for DM fit to ρ4





Aberration Bias Final wavefront
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of  dynamic wavefront compensation with a
stationary bias.
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very easily by over-correcting for the cover glass thickness and
applying a database of  DM shapes over the extended range,
and with negligible loss in energy due to insertion of  the
correction system.
The second method of  bias application involves using not a






. One of  the
lenses in the telescope that images the DM to the microscope
objective is translated on-axis, changing the divergence of  the
incoming beam into the microscope objective from collimated,
for an infinity-corrected objective, to diverging out. The DM is
then optimized to find the best possible shape to correct for the
wavefront error at the entrance to the objective. Figure 6
shows the normalized experimental results for this method
plotted next to the calculated intensity levels with and without
correction.
Using a defocus bias over a spherical aberration bias does
allow for increased scanning range, from 150 mm to 800 mm,
and closer agreement to the calculated possible correction.
However, in this scheme energy is lost due to the initial diver-
gence necessary for the bias, as the beam size is expanded at
the objective and overfills the pupil substantially. Also, careful
monitoring of  the laser transmitted through the objective is
essential to ensure that the GA results in spherical aberration
correction, as opposed to simply increasing the laser energy
entering the microscope. This loss of  energy, over 50%, is not
acceptable for most multiphoton microscopy; however, it may
be tolerable for single photon processes.
We next confirmed that the use of  the DM to maximize the
two-photon fluorescence does indeed increase the imaging
resolution. The improved resolution in a CCD image of  the
two-photon fluorescence at 600 mm is shown in Fig. 7. For
the case of  spherical aberration bias, the longitudinal PSF was
measured with third harmonic generation (THG). THG is a
process that occurs only at the interface where there is some
index of  refraction discontinuity at regions of  high intensity,
thus the THG signal will only arise when there is an interface
with index of  refraction difference at the focus of  the laser
(Tsang, 1995). For this measurement a quartz plate was
Fig. 7. Normalized CCD image of  two-photon
fluorescence at a focus depth of  600 mm with and
without correction with the DM.








Experiment, with bias, but no correction
Experiment, with bias and correction





















Depth into index mismatched sample ( m)






























Depth into sample ( m)
Fig. 5. Calculated two-photon intensity for no correction and correction
of  primary spherical aberration for NA = 0.6, and experimental two-
photon intensity for the case with negative spherical aberration bias
applied with and without dynamic correction with DM.
Fig. 6. Normalized two-photon intensity with a defocus bias.
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scanned from one side of  the focus to the other. The THG from
the interface between the quartz and the Coumarin water
solution was separated from the fundamental light with a
prism and detected with a photon counter (see Fig. 8). The
normalized longitudinal PSFs clearly indicate an increase of
resolution with correction. An example, Fig. 9, shows (at a
focus depth of  350 mm) near-diffraction-limited FWHM of  the
longitudinal PSF of  6.5 mm achieved with dynamic aberra-
tion correction, whereas the FWHM is 12.7 mm for the uncor-
rected case.
The most significant result of  correction is exemplified by
the un-normalized longitudinal PSF. Whereas the normalized
PSF shows the decrease in FWHM due to the combination of
spherical bias and DM correction, in contrast to operation
with no bias and no correction, the un-normalized longitud-
inal PSF shows a remarkable improvement in third harmonic
intensity that results from compensating the spherical aberra-
tion, which redirects the energy from the wings into the centre
of  the beam in the focal plane when focusing deep into a speci-
men with refractive index mismatch. Figure 10(a) shows the
normalized PSF decrease in FWHM from 14.6 mm to 8.1 mm
with adaptive correction at a focus depth of  450 mm; the
un-normalized curves (Fig. 10(b)) show a dramatic increase




We have demonstrated adaptive correction of  depth-induced
spherical aberrations in a Coumarin-water solution by a mem-
brane deformable mirror. This was achieved by two methods,
both utilizing a stationary bias. Using a spherical bias the
depth scanning range was increased from 150 mm to 600 mm,
with negligible loss of  energy due to insertion of  the adaptive
correction system. Using a defocus bias the depth scanning
was increased from 150 mm to 800 mm, but with 50% loss in
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Fig. 8. A quartz plate is scanned through the focus and the third harmonic







50 µm depth, normal operation FWHM=6.9 
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350 µm depth, normal operation FWHM=12.7






















Fig. 9. The normalized longitudinal point spread shows significant improvement with correction at 350 mm, with no adverse effects at 50 mm.
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450 m depth, normal operation FWHM=14.6





























450 m depth, normal operation
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(a) (b)
Fig. 10. Normalized longitudinal point spread for focusing depth of  450 mm for both corrected and uncorrected showing increase in resolution due to
correction, as well as unnormalized showing increase in intensity due to correction.
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